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warranted christian belief alvin plantinga 9780195131932 - alvin plantinga s warranted christian belief wcb examines the
rationality of religious particularly christian belief wcb is the third and final instalment in the author s trilogy on the issue of
warrant, god freedom and evil alvin plantinga 9780802817310 - god freedom and evil alvin plantinga on amazon com
free shipping on qualifying offers in his discussion of natural theology arguments to prove the existence of god and natural
atheology arguments for the falsehood of theistic belief plantinga focuses on two of the traditional arguments the ontological
argument as an example of natural theology, getting started with apologetics how to learn to defend - great list of
resources as for video clips there is a site that specifically addresses the issues raised by barth ehrman concerning the
origin and reliability of the new testament with 2 5 minutes segments featuring some of the top nt evangelical scholars like
dan wallace ben witherington alvin plantinga michael kruger and darrel bock, the new atheism and five arguments for
god reasonable faith - now this is a logically airtight argument that is to say if the premises are true then the conclusion is
unavoidable it doesn t matter if we don t like the conclusion it doesn t matter if we have other objections to god s existence
so long as we grant the three premises we have to accept the conclusion, faith and reason internet encyclopedia of
philosophy - faith and reason traditionally faith and reason have each been considered to be sources of justification for
religious belief because both can purportedly serve this same epistemic function it has been a matter of much interest to
philosophers and theologians how the two are related and thus how the rational agent should treat claims derived from
either source
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